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No other portable Spanish & English paperbound dictionary offers you so much for your money.

With 736 pages and more than 80,000 entries, it is the most comprehensive Spanish & English

dictionary of its kind, designed by a foremost authority for the greatest convenience and use. It

includes thousands of modern words and phrases that you wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t find anywhere else.

Among the special features included in this new edition: concise Spanish grammar, with a full list of

irregular verbs; rules for the use of plurals and articles; detailed guides to Spanish pronunciation

and word gender; Latin American usage by country; plus a thumb index for quick reference and

greater convenience. You get all these featuresÃ¢â‚¬â€œand much moreÃ¢â‚¬â€œin this one,

easy-to-use, easy-to-carry compact volume.
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For businessmen, students, and travelers, here is the best most complete, compact Spanish &

English dictionary available. With more special features than any other dictionary of its kind, The

Bantam New College Spanish & English Dictionary has also been completely revised to include

over 3,000 news terms, idioms, and phrases. whatever the word or phrase you want-from 'compact

disc" to "discotheque," "meltdown" to "male chauvinist," "pantyhose" to "profit margin" -- you're sure

to find it here in this handy, authoritative, and comprehensive reference book. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This was the best English-Spanish dictionary for many years, though it is somewhat outdated now

being an identical reprint of my dog-eared 1991 version. Nevertheless, it remains a useful tool when

I'm unable to access WordReference.com or similar online tools.

I think Bantam dictionaries are great, with lots of phrasing assistance with verbs and adjectives.

Discovered them a decade ago, and I haven't found a modern replacement yet. Gives you a sense

of the variability in the language, and possibly prevents making literal translation errors so common

to US students. They really pack in a lot of useful stuff!

I was a French major, and quickly learned that Bantam makes the best English/French language

dictionary. Superior listing of idioms, as well as containing a lot more words than most similar

products, are its principal strengths. The same is true of the Spanish/English version. I tried two

others before learning of the Bantam edition. Hands down, the best student dictionary.

This Bantam Spanish and English Dictionary is great for learning how to translate English into

Spanish . It has the basics and much much more . This dictionary is very useful to use in a class

and even in everyday life. I would recommend this edition. Was also delivered on a timely manner

and is was cost effective !

quick shipping and is what my daughter needed

Es el mejor diccionario que he tenido en mi vida.

Fantastic!



I ordered this dictionary for my son who is in the 6th grade. It has helped him a lot, with his spanish.

It arrived in a timely matter, and is one of the best translations I have seen.
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